As I have shared before I have known for at least 25 years now that I am one of those people, and there
are many upon the planet walking around in complete disguise, whom have come to Earth to work
directly with the Christed Consciousness. Many are aware of this yet there is many who a not aware at
this time. I believe that there are approximately 100,000 or so people upon the planet at this time who
are aware of their roles to embody this Christed Energy and in the vicinity of about two million nine
hundred thousand who are not yet fully within that awareness.
Many have spoken of the 144,000 that is reflected within the religions. There are two aspects for me
that I see this number as. First 144 is a code that acts as a trigger for the changing of human
consciousness. Second I believe that it is the number of Souls required upon the planet to fully step
into their Christed Embodiment as Jesus the Christ displayed that will be the trigger for the whole of
humanity to Ascend.
This for me is a little like the 100 monkey syndrome, when 100 monkeys know how to peel a banana,
then through the consciousness grid of that species that is held in place around the planet then these
individuals trigger the whole of the grid and every monkey unknowing all of sudden knows how to peel
a banana. This would be the same for humanity tapping into the Grid of Christ Consciousness, all
because 144,000 other human beings Self Realized that potential within themselves.
All this being said, I also believe that to fully embody the Christ Consciousness one has to fully
embrace all the attributes and live a life that directly reflects the Higher Awareness and the direct
alignment to God’s Love and Communication. Many walk the mile they, but it is the last inch that is
the hardest to travel. We have the information, we have the Knowledge, we have experienced the New
Energies and the New Realities but we continue to get caught up in the human experience so easily
because that is all we can relate to. I guess that is why I was told to “stop thinking like a human” it
does not serve the New Levels of awareness or the process for the Christ Consciousness to be fully
grounded within the human form.
In 2006 in Hawaii when I was asked to anchor the Christ Consciousness with Mother Earth through
our human forms I had many Enlightened Beings working with me. I was unaware of who they were
yet I believe that they felt that it was time for me to truly become aware of Who I Was and Why I had
come to Earth. I understand now that for me to partake in such an intensive activation then, there was
a requirement for me to not only be aware but to acknowledge that awareness as Truth within the very
Core of my Being! So like many things that happen to me, I was led to very aware lady upon the Island
of Kauai for the purpose of disclosure of that which They wanted me to Know!
The session lasted 6 hours in total, and I cannot share everything that happened or that was shared
with me. However, there is a brief summary that I will share for those whom may relate to it through
their own experiences. If you do not relate to it, it matters not. The fact that you are reading this, will
I have no doubt be relevant somewhere in your life, if not today, tomorrow, a week from now or ten
years down the track, but it will be relevant, that is the Law of Attraction in Action!

These are some of the things that I was told about my journey here and the preparations that I have
been subjected to.






















In 1957 (I was born in 1954) the Indigo Children began their incarnation here upon the
planet and I agreed when I had the Mind of God to be one of the Maintenance Crew (as They
put it) to aid, guide and support them, the New Children in their journeys’.
I came to create a Bridge of Awareness between the Ancient Ones, Their Languages and the
Ancient Teachings. These Teachings are Those left here upon the Earth as imprints, codes
and artifacts. The Teachings are Those that relate directly to the Knowledge of the Universe
and God.
I was informed that I would bring this information forward to other generations up until the
year 2017. And that this Knowledge would include the Grand Charter and New Agreement
for Humanity and the Earth (Whatever that may be, there was no elaboration on this Grand
Charter)
In July 2006 I had completed my Karmic Balance again and was ready to move into a New
Life Cycle.
I had three years to fully clear my own self doubts and self judgments, myself criticisms and
questioning of my role as per the Design of my incarnation. By 2009 I must be done and
dusted on all these aspects of resistances to the New Cycle. (I was clear as the trip to Peru will
show explained later, but through other changes to my thought forms I fell right back into self
doubt etc until now, April, 2013).
I came here to be a Living Earth Christ by Design within the Human Experience.
I have come to earth at this time to close the gap bringing greater potentials to manifest
Heaven on Earth by filling in the missing pieces.
I came in to be an Empath and clairsentient being, so that I may feel and know other people’s
feelings.
Everything I do shall be supported by the Universe.
Everything I do is for the Greater Glory of God and Humanity.
My link to the Universe is through Nature.
I create through my links to channels.
To Unify all Bodies of Consciousness I must and link all Universes with the Golden
Light/Ray.
I was told that the 6th Light Body was the Christed One.
That I was an ascend Master who has returned to Earth.
I am a human prototype to test out what and how will be the best way to embody the qualities
of the Christ and this Life Plan.
My DNA was programmed with all the information, and codes necessary to achieve The Goal
of the Plan, but I had to be the one to activate the DNA strands through my own conscious
awareness.
It was the Hierarchy that Administers this Planet that chose the timing of the events for the
activation of the Christed Ones to walk upon the planet in mass.

For me it is all about the timing, yet to be totally aware of that timing in not so easy. One really has to
be in full awareness of the signs that are given to us. We must see and pick up the pennies that are sent
from Heaven to create Heaven here on Earth. Heaven is not a place, it is a state of mind, an attitude, a
level of conscious awareness and one can take this Heaven anywhere they may go.

When I received all this information on Kauai, I was not phased by it, I did not know it all but I was
aware of a lot of it. It all felt pretty good, even though I knew when the aspects of self doubt came up,
that I still had plenty of issues around those aspects within me. My confidence has taken a huge
pounding over the years, and my misunderstandings and misperceptions of these sat me on my butt
more than once!
But too many times I was brought back to my Roots. Just as the connection with Melchizedek kept
coming to the surface over and over again since my Ordination in 1994 by Dan Chesbro. I told you
about the two weeks of workshops in Spain, well at the end of the workshops Dan ask the group of 12
is there anyone present who would like to be ordained into the Priesthood of Melchizedek. Without
hesitation and completely involuntary my hand went up into the air. That was really strange for me for
I never had experienced such a action before. It was like someone or something grabbed my arm and
lifted it for me!
I knew nothing about the Order, in fact I had never even heard of The Order of Melchizedek before,
other than the Archangel by the same name. All 12 people at the workshop agreed to go though the
ordination and the time and place by the sea was agreed.
The next day all 13 of us met at the designated location. Dan brought a chair, some crystals and staff
that he found along the shore the day before. We all in turn sat in the chair while Dan opened up the
Energies and attuned us. While I was sitting in the chair some way through the Ordination I not only
felt myself but saw myself turn into this very old gentleman with a different staff in his hand, very long
grey/white hair and a long white beard. It was a most extraordinary feeling I must say. I put is all
down to my imagination and forgot all about it.
Before Dan returned home to Washington State if I remember correctly we decided as a group to give
him a farewell dinner. At the dinner the conversation came around to the ordination on the beach and
one of the ladies asked me what I experienced while sitting in the chair. I told everyone that I do not
really feel energies like many others, ‘nothing really’ I said! Then I remembered the old man, the
Ancient One? I told them of my experience and each one said that they too saw the old man, me,
sitting in the chair. It was a big talking point for everyone from that time till the dinner. All the same
I dismissed the experience and because of the name Priest I basically stuck my certificates and photos
that were taken that day in a draw and never gave them another thought.
I had a real issue with that word ‘Priest’ and placed it in the box with all the other religious priest
references. You see I was not into religion at any level, I did not believe in any yet I did respect all for
their separate beliefs. But it was the separations of religions that I did not agree with feeling how can
the Love of God be separated through doctrines that killed in the name of God that held power over
the populace and kept the people in a state of fear and poverty consciousness.
Then one day I was clearing out my draws and came across my certificate and photos and I heard, “ The
Priests of the Order of Melchizedek are Priests of Love!” It was like I was hit over the head with a
cricket bat. It sudden struck home that the Order and its members had nothing to do with religion at
all. This shed a whole new light for me and so I began to search for more information about the
Priesthood only to realize that all the qualities of such Priests/Priestesses within the Order I was living
daily. The virtues and gifts I had been using naturally and so I could now accept fully my Role as a Full
Member to this Priesthood. Priests here by the way do not refer to male alone for there are many
female priests as well. It has nothing to do with gender at all. Yet the equivalent that knows the
Priesthood of Melchizedek that relates to the female gender is the Order of Mary Magdalene.
However the Truth is that this too is not about females for there are many who are Priestesses whom in

this Earth Walk incarnation have come in as male. Here is my account of the Order and its direct
Affiliation with The Great White Brotherhood (now called The Cosmic Councils of Light).

